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Antihydrogen atoms with K or sub-K temperature are a powerful tool to precisely probe the

validity of fundamental physics laws and the design of highly sensitive experiments needs

antihydrogen with controllable and well defined conditions. We present here experimental

results on the production of antihydrogen in a pulsed mode in which the time when 90% of

the atoms are produced is known with an uncertainty of ~250 ns. The pulsed source is

generated by the charge-exchange reaction between Rydberg positronium atoms—produced

via the injection of a pulsed positron beam into a nanochanneled Si target, and excited by

laser pulses—and antiprotons, trapped, cooled and manipulated in electromagnetic traps. The

pulsed production enables the control of the antihydrogen temperature, the tunability of the

Rydberg states, their de-excitation by pulsed lasers and the manipulation through electric

field gradients. The production of pulsed antihydrogen is a major landmark in the AE�gIS

experiment to perform direct measurements of the validity of the Weak Equivalence Principle

for antimatter.
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The question of whether antimatter falls in the Earth’s
gravitational field with the same acceleration g as ordinary
matter does not yet have a direct experimental answer,

although indirect arguments constrain possible differences to
below 10−6g1–3. The universality of free fall (Weak Equivalence
Principle—WEP) is the pillar of General Relativity that describes
the gravitational force through a non-quantum field theory. The
WEP has been directly verified with accuracy reaching 10−14, but
exclusively for matter systems4; nevertheless, General Relativity
predicts the same gravitational behavior of matter and antimatter
systems. The other fundamental interactions of nature, described
by a relativistic quantum field theory—the Standard Model of
particle physics—also show complete symmetry between matter
and antimatter systems as a consequence of the CPT (Charge,
Parity, Time reversal) theorem. This CPT symmetry demands, in
particular, that bound states of antimatter should have the same
energy levels and lifetimes as the corresponding matter systems.
So far, no CPT or WEP violations have been observed in any
physical system5. Experimental searches for possible violations of
these principles with continuously increasing sensitivity provide
constraints to extended and unified models6 of all the funda-
mental interactions, as well as to cosmology7, and, most sig-
nificantly, they probe the foundations of our way of describing
nature. In fact, in relativistic quantum field theories, the CPT
symmetry is a consequence of only a few basic hypotheses
(Lorentz invariance, locality, and unitarity8) and it is not related
to details of specific models. The WEP is the foundation for
General Relativity, and more generally, for all metric theories of
gravity.

Antihydrogen (�H), the bound state of an antiproton (�p) and a
positron (e+), is a privileged antimatter system, as it is the unique
stable bound state of pure antimatter that presently can be syn-
thesized in laboratories. Its practically infinite intrinsic lifetime
offers the possibility to realize experiments searching for tiny
violations of CPT and of the WEP for antimatter with extremely
high sensitivity. Spectroscopic measurements with long observa-
tion times benefit from the natural lifetime of about 1/8 s of the
1S–2S transition of H, corresponding to a relative linewidth of
10−15, and thus in principle allowing CPT tests with comparable,
or even higher, accuracies. In addition, very cold �H atoms—with
sub-kelvin temperature—are one of the favored systems to test
the validity of the WEP on antimatter through free fall
experiments.

The first production of low-energy antihydrogen in Rydberg
states, �H�, by means of 3-body recombination of clouds of �p and
e+ (�pþ eþ þ eþ ! �H� þ eþ) mixed inside electromagnetic traps,
dates back to 20029,10. Since then, �H progress has been steady:
experiments trapping it have been performed11, the comparison
between the measured 1S–2S transition of magnetically trapped �H
with that calculated for H in the same magnetic field has already
provided a CPT test with 2 × 10−12 accuracy12, the hyperfine
splitting of the fundamental states of �H has been measured to be
consistent with that of H with an accuracy of 4 × 10−413, and an
experimental bound on the �H electrical charge, Qe (in which e is
the elementary charge), of ∣Q∣ < 0.71 parts per billion has been
established14. Different projects aiming at a direct measurement
of g on antihydrogen are under way15–17 to improve on the result
of the first direct attempt reported in ref. 16 and complementary
to the parallel efforts in progress with other atomic systems
containing antimatter18,19.

While ordinary atoms are available in the laboratory in large
numbers, working with antimatter requires dealing with very few
anti-atoms. The development of sources of �H with controllable
and tunable conditions (temperature, production time, Rydberg
state) is highly relevant for new measurements or to further
improve the accuracy and precision of already measured �H
properties.

In particular, knowing the time of �H formation with such
accuracy opens the possibility of efficient and immediate
manipulation of the formed anti-atoms through lasers and/or
pulsed electric fields for subsequent precision measurements.

Previous experimentally demonstrated schemes of �H produc-
tion did not allow tagging the time of the formation with accu-
racy. The 3-body recombination20 results in a quasi-continuous
�H source, and while the charge exchange process used in ref. 21

provides in principle the possibility of some temporal tagging, the
attained uncertainty on the time of formation of �H lie in the few
hundreds of μs range. In fact, in ref. 21 Rydberg positronium
(Ps*) is generated through the interaction of trapped e+ with a
beam of Cs atoms—slightly above room temperature—excited to
Rydberg states with a pulsed laser at few cm from the e+, before
flying through them. Ps* then diffuse outwards to reach a sta-
tionary �p cloud. The �H formation time uncertainty is thus set by
the spread of the velocity of the heavy Cs atoms in ref. 21.

A more accurate time definition—in principle reaching the ns
scale—could potentially be reached through laser stimulated

Fig. 1 Sketch of the AEgIS apparatus. a e+ accumulation region on the top of the �p beam line and the e+ transfer line (made of 0.1 T pulsed magnets)
coupled to the cryostat of the superconducting magnets containing the �ptrap and �H

f
trap traps. The z-axis is the direction of the superconducting magnetic

field. Also shown are the fast cryogenic tracker (FACT) detector and the external scintillating detector array (ESDA) surrounding the cryostat. The whole
trap structure is made of 101 electrodes of various lengths, mounted inside the cryostat of the magnet, at a temperature of 10 K. b Blow-up of the �H
production region. The �H

f
trap trap is located 1.3 cm below the target acting as e+ to Ps converter and it features a special design with semi-transparent

electrodes on top to allow the passage of Ps*.
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radiative recombination of mixed �p and e+ clouds22. However, an
experimental implementation has yet to be attempted.

We show in this paper the experimental results about pro-
duction of �H in a pulsed mode in which the distribution of the
time when �H are produced, with respect to a known reference
time that triggers the formation process, features a full-width at
half-maximum (FWHM) of 80 ns with 90% of the �H formed
within 250 ns. This experimental determination of the �H pro-
duction time is three orders of magnitude more accurate than
previously attained.

Results
Charge exchange between �p and laser-excited positronium. The
results described here have been obtained with the AEgIS
(Antimatter Experiment: gravity, Spectroscopy, Interferometry)15

apparatus—shown in Fig. 1a, b—in operation at the CERN
antiproton decelerator (AD)23 with the primary goal of per-
forming a direct measurement of g with a beam of cold anti-
hydrogen using a classical moiré deflectometer24. The pulsed
formation is achieved through the charge exchange reaction25–27

Ps� þ �p ! �H� þ e� ð1Þ
between trapped and cooled �p and positronium (Ps) in excited
states (Ps*). Bursts of ~2 × 106 e+, with a FWHM lower than 10
ns, are accelerated to 4.6 keV and implanted into a nanochan-
neled silicon target28 mounted above a region where cold anti-
protons (~400 K) are confined by the electric and magnetic fields
that form a Malmberg–Penning trap29,30 (�Hf

trap, see Fig. 1b). A
fraction (7.0 ± 2.5)% of e+31 is emitted back from the target into
the vacuum as ortho-Ps with a velocity distribution with the most
probable value ~105 m s−132. The emerging Ps is excited, in the 1
T magnetic field, to a manifold of Rydberg sublevels (Ps*) dis-
tributed in energy around that of the nPs= 17 level that would
have been reached in the absence of a magnetic field. The exci-
tation is achieved through a sequence of two laser pulses33, with
wavelenghts λ1 = 205.045 nm (ultraviolet (UV) pulse) and
λ2 = 1693 nm (infrared (IR) pulse), The resulting Ps* reaches the
few mm-sized �p cloud, where it can lead to the formation of
antihydrogen, on sub-μs timescales. The time of �H production is
defined by the laser firing time (known with few ns accuracy) and
the transit time of Ps* toward the �p cloud. The measured dis-
tribution of the velocity of Ps* in our apparatus32 and the cross-
section reported in refs. 26,27 imply that the corresponding dis-
tribution of the �H formation time has a FWHM of ~80 ns, with
an asymmetric tail due to the slowest Ps*, resulting in 90% of the
�H being produced within an ~250-ns-wide time window.
�H is not trapped in our apparatus so that, after production, it

drifts outwards until it annihilates on the surrounding material,
producing pions, from �p annihilation, and γ, from the e+

annihilation. The evidence of formation of �H is obtained by
detecting, in a time window around the laser firing time, the
signals originating from the pions in an external scintillating
detector array (called here ESDA) read out by photomultipliers
(PMTs). A cold �p plasma is prepared in ~1000 s and kept trapped
in the �Hf

trap, the region in which �H will be formed, while several
bursts (up to 80, typically 20–30) of e+ are successively implanted
in the silicon target—one burst every 130 s—until the �p plasma is
dumped from the trap and a new one is reloaded. We call �Hcycle

each single e+ implantation. The analysis is based on 2206 �Hcycle

with on average 5 × 105 �p and 2 × 106 e+ in each cycle. We
observed 79 events in the signal region, while we expect to detect
33.4 ± 4.6 events under the hypothesis of absence of �p formation.
From this comparison, we reject the null hypothesis with 4.8σ
(local significance).

The number of produced �H is consistent with that expected
from a dedicated Monte Carlo simulation accounting for the
number of available �p and Ps* and all the relevant physical and
geometrical parameters.

The agreement between the observed and expected number of �H
allows predicting that a significantly larger (by some orders of
magnitude) flux of anti-atoms will be available in an optimized
experimental geometry and with an increased number of �p and e+.

Experimental conditions and apparatus. The pulsed formation
of �H through the charge exchange reaction and its detection in
our apparatus requires the preparation of two ingredients: a
sample of trapped cold antiprotons and a pulsed source of cold
Ps*. The values of the Ps* and �p velocities in the laboratory frame
are in principle not relevant for establishing an efficient �H pro-
duction through charge exchange. Only a low relative velocity vr
between Ps* and �p in fact matters because the cross-section
abruptly drops if vr is well above the velocity of e+ in the classical
Ps orbit26. This means that we need vr < 1.3 × 105 m s−1 if the Ps
principal quantum number is nPs ≃ 17, as in our experimental
conditions. However, given the mass ratio between Ps* and �p, the
velocity of the heavy �p dominantly determines that of the
resulting �H. While the production rate in our experimental
apparatus would not be significantly influenced by cooling or not
�p below few thousand K, we require �p cold enough (few hundred
K, i.e., an almost negligible velocity compared to that of the
orbital velocity of the e+) for reasons related to our time-
dependent �H detection sensitivity, as it will be clarified below (see
section “Antihydrogen detection”).

Figure 1a, b shows the main elements of the AEgIS apparatus
where the two “cold” species are prepared. All the charged
particles, namely eþ; �p and e− (used to cool antiprotons by
Coulomb collisions), are confined and manipulated inside
Malmberg–Penning traps29,30 implemented through a series of
cylindrical electrodes of optimized lengths, immersed in axial
magnetic fields.

As detailed in “Methods” section, we catch and accumulate
multiple bunches, typically 8, of antiprotons delivered by the
AD facility in a trap region called �ptrap (15 mm radius, 470 mm
length) and we cool them by collisions with e−, which, in turn,
lose their radial energy in the high (4.46 T) magnetic field. The
mixed e− and �p non-neutral plasma is then radially com-
pressed34–36 and the �p ballistically transferred along the
expanding magnetic field lines into the �Hf

trap region (5 mm
radius, 25 mm length) located in a 1 T magnetic field, where
further cooling with another e− plasma takes place.

At the end of the preparation procedure, we obtain up to
≃8 × 105 �p trapped with about 106 e− in a quasi-harmonic
potential well ready for �H formation.

We obtain the radial shape of the plasma with an imaging
system made of a downstream on-axis micro-channel plate
(MCP) (see “Methods” section) coupled to a phosphor screen
read out by a CMOS camera, the number of e− with Faraday cup
signals and the number of �p with the ESDA. The size of the �p
plasma is then estimated using a self-consistent thermal
equilibrium model37. Typically, the initial plasma radius is 1
mm and the semi-axial length is 2 mm. We keep �p confined for
some thousand seconds during which we observe some radial
transport with an increase of the radius by a factor 2 at maximum
and some losses of �p’s.

The axial temperature Tz = 440 ± 80 K of the �p plasma in the
�Hf
trap is measured by slowly lowering the confining potential well,

letting the �p escape the trap and fitting the time distribution of the
first few �p leaving the trap as a function of the depth of axial
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potential well38 assuming that, as expected for a non-neutral
trapped plasma in equilibrium, the axial energy follows a Maxwell
distribution. The radial temperature Tr is expected to be similar to
Tz, given that the collisionally induced energy re-equilibration rate
in the plasma is higher than the (radial) cooling rate of the e−.

During the �p preparation time, in the e+ accumulation region
(see Fig. 1a), e+ emitted by a 22Na radioactive source are slowed
down by a solid Ne moderator and accumulated in a cylindrical
Penning trap located in 0.1 T magnetic field. Once the �p are ready
in the �Hf

trap, e
+ are extracted in bunches, accelerated in flight, and

magnetically transported along an off-axis trajectory to the
proximity of the trapped �p where they are implanted into the e+

to Ps converter (see “Methods” section). Ps, formed with ~3 eV
energy in the converter39, slows down by collisions with the
nanochannel walls until it is emitted into the vacuum. Ps is then
excited by two laser pulses with 1.5 and 3 ns duration. The time
when we fire the laser is the reference time for our pulsed scheme;
this time is known with few ns accuracy.

Given the typical time spread of the e+ pulse hitting the target
of <10 ns, and the Ps cooling time in the target of the order of ten
ns, the major uncertainty on the time when �H is formed is due to
the spread in velocity, and thus in the time of flight, of the Ps*
reaching the �p cloud. With the Ps* velocity distribution measured
in our apparatus32, this spread in time results in a formation time
distribution with a FWHM of ~80 ns (see details in “Methods”
section).

Antihydrogen detection. Figure 1b shows the previously men-
tioned ESDA, which is made of 12 plastic scintillating (EJ200)
slabs, each 1 cm thick and either 10 or 20 cm wide, coupled to two
PMTs, one at each end, and shaped to cover a 120° arc of the
cryostat containing the superconducting magnets. We use it to
detect pions produced by the annihilations of �p and �H, as well as
γ from e+ and Ps annihilations. We modeled the response of the
ESDA40 and obtained its detection efficiency with a Monte Carlo
simulation based on the Geant441 software package: we generate
�p (or e+) annihilations in specific regions of the apparatus, track
all the resulting particles including their interactions in all the
materials and the full geometry of the apparatus, and finally count
how many particles interact in the scintillators and record the
corresponding energy deposit spectrum. As a reference, the �H
detection efficiency, in the conditions detailed below, is 41.4%.

We continuously acquire—with a maximum rate of 10MHz—
the hit time of each pair of PMTs reading the same scintillator
when the signals are in coincidence within 50 ns above an
amplitude threshold of 50 mV, corresponding to an energy
threshold of ~300 keV. These digital signals allow for continuous
monitoring of the losses of trapped �p and also permit counting
their number when they are deliberately dumped from the traps.

In the present experimental conditions, the expected number
of �H is well below one atom for each �Hcycle; this rare signal,
consisting of the detection in the ESDA of pions stemming from
�H annihilations, must be searched for above a large background
induced in the ESDA by the intense, short pulse of e+ hitting the
target ~100 ns before the first Ps* interact with �p. With >90% of
the e+ annihilating in the Ps conversion target, the total energy
deposit of the resulting γ exceeds by some orders of magnitude
that of the pions of a single �H. Furthermore, the corresponding
e+ annihilation signal in the ESDA shows long time tails due to
after-pulses of the PMTs and delayed fluorescence of the
scintillators that blind the detector for several hundred ns. As
mentioned above, we can detect �H atoms only if they are slow

enough that their annihilation signal on the trap walls is
generated after this blind time.

With the above-mentioned �p temperature and the geometry of
our trap, we expect that the �H signal will appear within few μs
from the laser firing time.

The scintillator pulse time distribution relative to the laser
firing time does not provide a clean enough signature to uniquely
identify �H annihilations; however, the complementary informa-
tion of the scintillator signal amplitude is sufficient to eliminate
the potential e+ injection-linked background, which does not
contain signals due to minimum ionizing charged particles.
Specifically, the output of the PMTs is sampled and digitized—
with 250MHz frequency—in a time window of 650 μs around the
laser firing time (from 100 μs before to 550 μs after). The
amplitude of simultaneous—within 50 ns—PMT signals read
from the same scintillator is then used to differentiate pions
originating from �H annihilations from late γ signals or delayed
fluorescence of the scintillator induced by e+. As Fig. 2 shows and
as expected for minimum ionizing particles, signals induced by
pions originating from �p annihilations are characterized by a
larger energy deposit in the scintillator—and thus larger
amplitudes—than signals following the e+ impact on the e+ to
Ps converter. An appropriate cut on both the signal amplitude
and the delay after the laser firing time is a powerful tool to
eliminate the background induced by e+. Note that requiring
time-coincident signals in both PMT’s of a given scintillator
allows to efficiently reject backgrounds stemming from random
signals, such as after-pulses in either PMT.

The antihydrogen signal. We have alternated �H production
cycles with the Ps excitation laser in the nominal conditions (l�peþ
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Fig. 2 External scintillator detector array (ESDA) amplitude spectra. The
red plot in the main image shows the measured photomultiplier amplitude
spectrum (mean value of the two photomultiplier signals contemporary
within 50 ns) in the case of annihilation of �p on the walls of the �H

f
trap. This is

the signal expected in case of �H production. The blue curve shows the
distribution of the amplitudes of signals detected 1 μs after the e+

implantation in the target, without trapped �p. The two plots are normalized
to unit area. The inset shows the distribution of the energy deposit in the
ESDA obtained with a Geant4 simulation of �p annihilating on the wall of the
�H
f
trap. The Monte Carlo and measured distributions are remarkably similar:

the peak at 353 mV in the red plot of the main graph corresponds to the
peak energy deposit of 2.14MeV in the plot in the inset.
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data set) with cycles without shining the laser (�peþ data set). Data
with laser on and trapped �p but without extracting e+ from the
accumulator (l�p data set) have also been acquired. Candidate �H
signals are time-coincident pulses detected in any scintillator with
mean amplitude—see Fig. 2—above a given threshold Vmin,
measured within a time window ΔTS starting after a time Tmin
from the laser firing time, defined here as t= 0. The choice of
Tmin and Vmin is a tradeoff between increasing the �H detection
efficiency and reducing the background due to the e+-induced
signals. With Tmin=1 μs, Vmin = 250 mV, and ΔTS of some μs, the
number of candidates that we find in a data set including only e+

(without �p) is statistically consistent with that measured with
cosmic rays (1.94 ± 0.03) × 10−4 counts μs−1, thus showing that
the background induced by the e+ signal with these data selection
criteria is negligible. With the above-defined values of Vmin and
Tmin, both the rate and the amplitude distributions of cosmic ray
signals detected after the e+ pulse are fully compatible with those
measured in the absence of injected e+. We thus conclude that
the adopted analysis criteria ensure that the ESDA response is not
influenced by the e+ burst.

We call the time window ΔTS signal region (S) and the regions
with the time between −101 and −1 μs and 50 and 550 μs control
regions (C). The control region has a total length of 600 μs, while
the signal region can be varied between ~5 and ~25 μs.

Figure 3a–c shows the time distribution of the coincident
pulses with Vmin= 250 mV and Tmin= 1 μs in the entire time
window of 650 μs for the three data sets (l�peþ, �peþ, l�p) of
measurements; given that the afterglow contribution from the e+

is negligible, the number of counts includes only contributions
from cosmic rays, �p annihilations as well as any �H annihilations.

The �H signal should show up as an excess in the number of
events in the signal region with respect to the mean value of the
events in the control region only in the data set l�peþ. The
comparison between the plots referring to the l�peþ and �peþ
samples in Fig. 3a, b clearly suggests the presence of this expected
excess in a signal region few tens μs long. Figure 3c also shows
(for a larger number of trials than for the l�peþ data set) some
excess counts in the signal region with respect to the mean value
of counts in the control region in the l�p data set. Contrary to the
cosmic background and continuous annihilations, which have a
constant rate, these time-dependent counts represent the only
relevant background in our measurement. We interpreted them
as annihilations of �p following the desorption of gas from the
cryogenic walls hit by the laser (see “Methods” section).

In order to quantify the evidence of �H formation, we have
assumed as a null hypothesis the absence of �H signal in the
sample l�peþ and determined the number of counts expected in
the S region of this sample. Finally, this number has been
compared with the measured one. Referring to the two samples l�p
and l�peþ we consider the measured number of counts (nSl�p; n

S
l�peþ )

in the signal and in the control (nCl�p, n
C
l�peþ ) region (see Table 1). In

both the regions S and C, the measured values take a contribution
from the counts nμ due to cosmic rays (muons) and from the
number of �p annihilation in the trap not related to the presence of
the laser, ntrap. We assume that ntrap and nμ scale as the duration
of the specific C and S regions. The C region is free from the
contribution, called here ngas, due to annihilations of �p on the
laser desorbed gas as evidenced by the statistical consistency of
the counts in the C region obtained with the samples without and
with laser—last two lines of column 6 in Table 1—once the
cosmic ray contribution is subtracted and then they are rescaled
to the same number of �p.

In the S region, in both the samples l�p and l�peþ, we have, in
addition to the previous contributions, the ngas background and,
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Fig. 3 Time distribution of external detector scintillator array (ESDA)
pulses. We show the distributions of the coincident pulses with mean
amplitude >250mV, detected after 1 μs from the laser firing time for the
three samples of data: a l�peþ, b �peþ, and c l�p. Note that the number of �p
and �Hcycle are different in the three samples and that the number of counts
due to cosmic rays scales linearly with the number of �Hcycle, while the
counts due to annihilations are proportional to the total �p number. The
effect of the resulting normalization is mainly to reduce the counts in
c relative to those of a by a factor of ~1.5, and to increase the counts in
b relative to those of a by a factor of ~1.7.
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in the l�peþ, the counts due to �H annihilation, n�H. As discussed in
the “Methods” section, ngas is proportional to the numbers Nl�p,
N l�peþ of trapped �p through a factor ϵ. This factor can be
determined using the data of the l�p sample (ngas ¼ ϵN l�p) and used
to predict (see “Methods” for details) the number of counts nSexp
we would expect in the S region of the sample l�peþ in absence of
�H production (n�H ¼ 0):

nSexp ¼ nCl�peþ
ΔTS

ΔTC þ nSl�p � nCl�p
ΔTS

ΔTC

� �
N l�peþ

N l�p

" #
; ð2Þ

where N l�peþ and N l�p represent the sum over all of the number of
�p in the two data samples.
If the null hypothesis (n�H ¼ 0) is true then nSexp would be

statistically compatible with the measured value nSl�peþ . The
measured number of counts in an S region 25 μs long—extending
from 1 to 26 μs after the laser pulse—is nSl�peþ ¼ 79:0 ± 8:9, while

nSexp ¼ 33:4 ± 4:6. Consequently, we obtain a p value of 6.6 × 10−7,
and the hypothesis of the absence of signal is rejected with 4.8σ
(local significance). The number of counts above background, and
the significance of the signal above 4σ, is robust against variations
in the choice of the width or offset of the S interval.

The number of detected antihydrogen atoms in the 25-μs-wide
S region is 45.6 ± 10.0; taking into account the detection
efficiency, this corresponds to 110 ± 25 produced atoms. This
number agrees with the prediction of a dedicated Monte Carlo
(see “Methods” section) in which we model the Ps excitation
process, we include all geometrical details of the interaction
region, the number and shape of the antiproton plasmas, the
number of P, and its measured velocity as well as the cross-
section from ref. 26, thus indicating that the role of the relevant
parameters is under control.

The temporal evolution of the signal in Fig. 3a is unexpectedly
long if the only relevant parameter were the above-mentioned
value of the �p temperature. Indeed, for a �p temperature of ~400 K,
formation with a burst of Ps* with our measured range of
velocities should result in a few μs wide signal, while the
experimental one extends up to 25 μs. Due to our small sample
size, it was not possible to investigate this effect more deeply.
While both a lower �p temperature or the presence of a small
fraction of Ps* with very low (<104 m s−1)) velocity would result
in an enhanced signal at later than expected times, one appealing
explanation is related to the possibility that the Rydberg �H atoms
could be reflected from the electrode metallic surfaces. The

interaction of a Rydberg �H with a metallic surface is first due to
the electrostatic interaction with its induced image charge. The
large dipole of a Rydberg state induces a charge polarization in a
metallic bulk that results in an attractive net force42. At the
smaller end of the range of separations, the influence of the image
charge interactions becomes stronger, and the positron could
potentially be able to pass over or tunnel through the potential
barrier into the conduction band producing annihilation.
However, because certain metals have negative work functions
for e+, the positron can also be reflected from the corresponding
surfaces and so the whole Rydberg atom with it. Note that the
trap electrodes are gold plated and negative values of the e+ work
function in case of gold are reported in the literature43. This
would be the antimatter counterpart of the reflection of Rydberg
(matter) atoms from negative electron affinity surfaces described
in ref. 44. Obviously, this putative effect requires more study to be
confirmed, which also requires taking into account the presence
of the electric and magnetic fields, but we highlight the fact that
Rydberg �H atoms can be expected to behave differently from
Rydberg H near a surface.

The presence of the �H signal is further supported by a second,
independent detector (fast cryogenic tracker—FACT45,46) capable
of track reconstruction, and operated simultaneously with the
ESDA. It consists of two concentric double-layer cylinders of
scintillating fibers readout through arrays of silicon photomul-
tipliers, surrounding the �Hf

trap and Ps production target (see
Fig. 1a). This detector is affected by the initial e+ annihilation
pulse more severely than the ESDA due to its proximity to the Ps
production region: for the first 10 μs after the injection pulse, it
exhibits a too high count rate for stand-alone use. However,
owing to its high—5 ns—temporal resolution, requiring a
coincidence within 10 ns with a signal in the ESDA allowed
identifying a number of potential track candidates and determin-
ing the z-coordinate of their intersection with the axis of the
apparatus. Figure 4 shows the resulting distribution of the
weighted track z-coordinates, where the central peak coincides
with the position of the antiproton cloud, proof that the hits
recorded in the ESDA stem from annihilation events.

While the spatial resolution of the tracking detector is
insufficient to differentiate antihydrogen annihilations on the
electrodes from antiproton annihilations at the position of the �p
cloud, the temporal constraint of the pulsed scheme provides a
clean time window in which �H annihilations could thus be
identified. Together with the independent detection relying on
discrimination of the signal amplitude between pion-induced

Table 1 Summary of the measured counts.

Sample X Hcycle p number Counts in the S
interval

Cosmic ray counts
in the S interval

Counts in the C
interval

Excess counts (S interval),
normalized to Nlpeþ

H number

NX nS nSμ nC nS � nC ΔTS

ΔTC

� �
Nlpeþ
NX

l�p 3498 (1.58 ± 0.01) × 109 42.0 ± 6.5 17.0 ± 0.3 528 ± 23 13.7 ± 4.5
�peþ 1211 (6.08 ± 0.07) × 108 16.0 ± 4.0 5.8 ± 0.1 278 ± 17 1.7 ± 1.6
l�peþ 2206 (1.08 ± 0.01) × 109 79.0 ± 8.9 10.7 ± 0.2 475 ± 22 59.2 ± 8.9 45.6 ± 10.0

The table reports, for each sample, the number of experimental cycles �Hcycle, the number of antiprotons NX, where X stands for l�p, �peþ , l�peþ , the number of counts nS measured in the corresponding 25-
μs-long S region, and the mean number nSμ of counts due to cosmic rays in the S region calculated from an independent measurement of the cosmic rate with the adopted analysis cuts. As discussed in
the main text, the value of nSμ is not directly used in the extraction of the �H signal: it is reported here for clarity. Column 6 shows the number of counts in the C region. Column 7 reports the excess of
counts in the S region, obtained as the difference between nS and the number of counts nC rescaled to the S region time length, normalized to the number of antiprotons measured in the sample l�peþ .
This excess of counts is consistent with zero only for the sample �peþ , while it is positive for both the sample l�p (because of �p losses due to the laser-induced outgassing) and l�peþ , where in addition, we
have �H production. The detected number of �H is obtained as the difference between the normalized excess of counts in the l�peþ and l�p samples.
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signals and any background subsequent to the intense e+ pulse,
clear evidence for the detection of a pulsed �p annihilation signal
stemming from the region in which the �H annihilation signal is
expected, which is furthermore compatible with the observed
ESDA rates and our understanding of the processes involved in �H
formation, has been obtained. The available statistics are,
however, insufficient to extract a possible broadening of the z-
distribution with time (as would be expected in the case of
reflected Rydberg Hbar atoms).

Discussion
The present AEgIS result builds on earlier advances and extends
them to experimentally demonstrate the formation of �H with the
most precise time tagging ever reached, to the best of our
knowledge. Owing to the pulsed production method made pos-
sible by a charge exchange reaction with laser-excited Ps, several
promising experimental venues are opened.

The first one regards the temperature of the �H: gravity mea-
surements require ultracold �H with temperatures in the sub-
kelvin range. The charge exchange method, wherein �H is pro-
duced with the temperature of the stationary �p (with the recoil
energy from the interaction with Ps accounting only for few tens
m s−1 for the range of the Ps parameters discussed in this paper),
offers a more direct route towards ultracold �H than 3-body
recombination. Consequently, obtaining cold �H relies on the
ability to cool only one species, the �p. On the contrary, producing
cold �H via 3-body recombination requires cooling both �p and e+.
Efforts to develop methods able to cool �p to sub-kelvin tem-
peratures are underway and are compatible with production of �H
through charge exchange47–49 but not with the 3-body recom-
bination scheme. These routes are complementary to the current
efforts and achievements on reaching low �H temperature in the 3-
body scheme. Currently, daily accumulation of ~1000 �H with 0.5
K in a trap has been demonstrated, and furthermore, first laser
cooling of trapped �H has been reported50. Laser cooling of
untrapped atoms is currently not achievable as it would require

suitable, currently not yet developed, pulsed Lyman-α laser
sources51.

Second, although 3-body recombination and charge exchange
both produce �H in Rydberg states, in the charge exchange reac-
tion the peak value and width of the distribution of the �H prin-
cipal quantum number can be tuned by controlling the principal
quantum number and velocity of the Ps*. The peak value is �ffiffiffi
2

p
nPs and the distribution is particularly narrow in collisions of

�p with low-velocity Ps*26 (below ≃104 m s−1 for nPs ≃ 17). The
distribution of Rydberg states resulting from the 3-body process is
broad, peaked to high values of the principal quantum numbers
and it cannot be easily tuned52,53.

Thirdly, the pulsed scheme permits for targeted manipulation
of the formed antihydrogen atoms which, with experimentally
interesting values of the �H quantum numbers and velocities, are
not collisionally de-excited within the mixed �p� e� plasma22.
Through the use of laser pulses, properly synchronized with the
production time, �H� could be de-excited54 from long-lifetime
Rydberg states towards the fundamental state. �H in the funda-
mental state is desirable to reduce systematic effects due to gra-
dients of magnetic fields in gravity experiments or to perform
high-precision hyperfine splitting measurements55. Alternatively,
again owing to the knowledge of the production time, switching
the �p trapping voltages to a configuration able to accelerate
Rydberg �H56 in one direction opens the possibility to form a
horizontally traveling atomic beam.

Finally, the pulsed scheme opens the possibility of re-exciting
�H from the fundamental state reached after the de-excitation
pulses to a defined state, thus opening the possibility for an
efficient transport of �H with electric or magnetic field gradients57.

Although the current production rate is low, a number of
straightforward improvements allows boosting it substantially.
There is room to significantly increase the number of e+, and
then of Ps*, available at each cycle, and independently, the
number of �p. In fact, with the availability of very low-energy
antiprotons made possible by the ELENA upgrade58 to the AD,
the antiproton trapping efficiency should increase by two orders
of magnitude. A further important optimization is provided by a
modified trap and Ps conversion target geometry with reduced
solid angle losses of Ps, and with the e+ to Ps converter mounted
on the trap axis which should allow working with more highly
excited Ps Rydberg states. The current limit of nPs= 17 is due to
the dynamical field ionization in the effective electric field
resulting from the motion of Ps* orthogonal to the magnetic field.
In addition, by implanting the positrons more deeply in the
conversion target, thereby improving the Ps thermalization pro-
cess, the low-velocity fraction of Ps can be increased. Both factors
—higher Rydberg states and lower Ps* velocity—contribute to
increase in the number of �H that can be produced with a given �p
plasma, owing to the scaling law of the cross-section26,27.

The demonstration of the production of pulsed �H as reported
in this paper is a major milestone in the AEgIS experimental
program. The described increase of the �H production rate cou-
pled with efficient methods of �H beam formation—under devel-
opment—paves the way towards a direct g measurement.

Methods
Detectors. In addition to the scintillator-based ESDA and FACT detectors, further
devices are used to image or detect charged particles during various stages of the
manipulations. Particles trapped in different regions of the apparatus can be
imaged on an MCP coupled to a phosphor screen, both at 10K, mounted down-

stream of the �Hf
trap and read out by a CMOS camera at room temperature. Low-

ering the potential wells in which they are held allows them to reach the MCP by
following the magnetic field lines.
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Fig. 4 Distribution of the z-coordinates of tracks reconstructed with the
fast cryogenic detector (FACT). The plot shows the distribution of the z-
coordinates of charged particle tracks reconstructed from hits detected in
the two layers of the FACT detector in temporal coincidence (Δt= ±5 ns)
with hits of the external detector scintillator array (ESDA). For this
combined analysis, we used a mean ESDA amplitude of 150mV, lower than
that used in the ESDA-only analysis. The antiproton plasma is centered at
z= 0. The distributions for the two samples are rescaled to the same
number of antiprotons; furthermore, each track is weighted to account for
combinatorial ambiguities (several hits may fire in the same temporal
coincidence window, particularly at early times).
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Several calibration data are collected, typically with electrons, with different bias
voltages on the MCP to establish the working point where the MCP responds
linearly to the incoming flux of particles. The particle radial distribution, integrated
along the z-direction, is recorded in this manner. The imaging system is also used
to detect e+ resulting from ionization of Ps*59.

Several scintillators placed around the e+ accumulation and transfer setup are
devoted to the optimization of these devices.

Faraday cups, connected to calibrated charge sensitive amplifiers, provide the
number of e− and e+ with a sensitivity limit of 5 × 105 particles. Positrons passing
through the transfer line are also detected and counted by reading with a low noise
amplifier, in a non-destructive manner, the image charges in the accelerating tube.

Finally, the charge measured by the PMTs of ESDA, together with the
Geant4 simulation, furnishes an additional independent measure of the e+

reaching the Ps formation target in agreement with the independent Faraday cup
and image charge signals.

�p Manipulation. Pulses of antiprotons (5.3 MeV kinetic energy, ≃3 × 107 �p per
pulse, <500 ns length23) are delivered every ≃100 s to the AEgIS apparatus by the
AD facility of CERN. After having been slowed down by their passage through a set
of Al and Si foils, ≃4 × 105 �p per shot with energies up to 10 keV are trapped in
flight in the �ptrap—in which a plasma of ≃2 × 108 e− is preloaded into an inner
potential well of 3 cm length—by first setting to 10 kV the end electrode of the �ptrap
and then by rapidly (10–20 ns) switching the entrance electrode to the same voltage
value, as pioneered in ref. 60.

The trapped antiprotons dissipate their energy by collisions with the electrons,
which in turn, due to their low mass, efficiently cool by emitting cyclotron
radiation in the high magnetic field. After ~20 s, ≃70% of the trapped �p are cooled
to sub-eV energies and are confined together with the electrons in the inner
potential well. The catching and cooling procedure is typically repeated eight times,
always adding the newly trapped and cooled �p on top of those already stored in the
�ptrap

61.
The mixed cold �p and e− plasma is radially compressed by using radio-

frequency voltages applied to a trap electrode that is radially split into four
sectors34, allowing to reach a plasma radius <0.2 mm, more than 10 times smaller
than the starting value.

Finally, using synchronized voltage pulses, �p are launched from the �ptrap and re-

trapped in flight in the �Hf
trap after a travel of ~1.5 m along the expanding magnetic

field lines.
This ballistic transfer procedure re-heats the �p to tens of eV and it does not

allow to simultaneously transfer the lighter e−. Electrons (≃2 × 107) are thus

independently added on top of the �p in the �Hf
trap and the two plasmas cool again

for ~10 s. We progressively reduce the number of e− to decrease the plasma density
and to avoid the centrifugal separation of the two species30, allowing at every step
the system to thermalize. With eight AD shots, we end up with ≃8 × 105 �p (with
≃106 e−) in the �Htrap corresponding to an overall efficiency of the procedure of
stacking, transfer, and re-cooling in 1 T magnetic field >35%.

Ps formation and excitation to Rydberg levels. The experimental methodology
used to produce clouds of Rydberg Ps atoms consists of several steps detailed in
previous works33,62. Referring to Fig. 1a, in the e+ accumulation region of AEgIS,
e+, emitted from a 25mCi 22Na source, are moderated by solid neon, trapped, and
finally accumulated in the eþtrap62 using cooling by buffer gas collisions63. Positrons
are extracted from the eþtrap in bunches of variable intensity (we used ~2 × 106 e+

per bunch in the �H production experiments) characterized by an ~300 eV mean
axial energy. They are guided into the main magnetic field of the experiment by a
pulsed magnetic transfer line, allowing vertical and horizontal tuning of their
injection position. Along this transfer section, a 70-cm-long electrode is pulsed to
4.3 kV synchronously to the e+ passage (i.e., when the complete e+ bunch is
contained within the electrode) to increase their axial flight energy to a level
suitable for efficient Ps formation by implantation in the nanochanneled e+ to Ps

converter installed above the �Hf
trap. Positrons reach the converter by following an

off-axis trajectory through the 4.46 and 1 T magnetic fields practically conserving
the time spread present when they are inside the accelerating electrode (<10
ns FWHM).

The number of e+ reaching the target during each �Hcycle is measured through
the charge collected by one of the PMT of the ESDA scintillators normalized with
the Geant4 Monte Carlo prediction. The results are in agreement with independent
control measurements obtained by dumping the e+ on axis and detecting the
collected charge with a Faraday cup close to the target region. On average, 2 × 106

e+ (the number distribution has an FWHM of 44%) are available for all cycles.
The converter is constituted by a Si(111) p-type crystal with nanochannels

produced via electrochemical etching and subsequently oxidized in air28. Ps exiting
the converter is subsequently laser excited to nPs= 3 by means of a broadband UV
laser pulse with 205.045 nm wavelength, 1.5 ns duration, and ~40 μJ energy and to
Rydberg levels with nPs ranging in the interval 14–22 (typically 17) by means of a
second synchronized broadband IR laser pulse (3 ns long, tunable from 1680 to
1720 nm, 1.6 mJ energy).

In alternative to the off-axis trajectory, e+ was optionally transferred along an
on-axis trajectory toward a Faraday cup or the MCP imaging system for precise
alignment and diagnostics purposes.

During a series of test experiments, not devoted to �H production, we have
established the yield of Ps emission of (7.0 ± 2.5)%31 by analyzing the time
distribution of γ following the e+ implantation as detected by one of the
scintillators of the ESDA64.

Also, we have combined the UV laser (with the IR laser off) with a second
synchronous intense laser pulse at 1064 nm to selectively photo-ionize all Ps atoms
excited to nPs= 3 and to measure the excitation efficiency, found to be (8.1 ± 3.0)%31.

The bandwidth of the UV laser (120 GHz) is smaller than the Doppler width
(~500 GHz) of the 1S–3P transition induced by the velocity spread of Ps;
consequently, we do not excite all Ps atoms along the laser path shown in Fig. 1b:
instead, by appropriately tuning the UV wavelength we could optimize the
excitation efficiency targeting specifically the Ps heading towards the entrance grid

of the �Hf
trap.

The on-axis MCP detector offered a very sensitive and high-resolution imaging
diagnostics (with ~100 μm resolution59) of the photodissociated e+, allowing the
UV wavelength to be accurately set with the direct feedback of the excited Ps
fraction alignment before �H production trials. This detector also allowed a direct
characterization32 of the velocity distribution of Ps atoms emerging from the e+ to
Ps converter.

A fraction of the Rydberg Ps atoms immediately ionizes due to the presence of
the 1 T magnetic field. Indeed, Ps* atoms experience an induced electric field

E
!¼ vPs

�! ´ B
!

due to their motion in a magnetic field, which causes field ionization
of sufficiently high nPs Rydberg atoms65,66. nPs was thus set to 17 during �H
production trials, a compromise between field-ionization losses (~30% of the total
available atoms32) and the n4Ps gain in the �H formation cross-section26. Note that
any field ionization of Ps*, at this addressed range around nPs= 17, has a negligible
impact on the �H formation because it affects only those Ps* with strongly
suppressed cross-section.

Monte Carlo prediction of the �H signal. We have developed a dedicated Monte
Carlo67 simulation modeling the main physical processes playing a role in the
experiment and including the full 3D geometry of the e+ to Ps converter and of the
antiproton trap region.

In these simulations, a Ps cloud was generated at the estimated positron target
entrance position, with appropriate Ps spatial and temporal spread (we do not
model the Ps formation and cooling in the target).

Each single Ps is given a velocity randomly extracted from the experimental
distribution reported in ref. 32 and is propagated along a straight line with its
standard lifetime in a vacuum (142 ns) unless it reaches some material surface.

The subsequent interaction with the laser pulses is simulated taking into
account the UV laser parameters (that play a greater role than those of the IR
laser), that is, laser relative timing with respect to the average Ps emission time,
with the measured (two-dimensional Gaussian) spatial intensity and temporal
profile. Since the pulse length is relatively short compared to the typical motion of
each Ps in that time, the Ps cloud is practically frozen at the moment of the laser
pulse, and some of the Ps atoms are subsequently excited to the Rydberg level
nPs= 17. The interaction of each Ps atom with the laser is implemented by a model
based on incoherent excitation, that is, the probability to produce a Rydberg Ps
depends mainly on the Doppler effect and on the local fluence of the laser pulse
seen by the Ps atom itself.

Each Ps* atom is then propagated along the original trajectory with unchanged
velocity (recoil effects are neglected, as well as the influence of the magnetic and
electric fields) until it reaches a material surface or interacts with the �p plasma.

Typically, with our experimental parameters, in a relatively large range of
tuneable experimental settings, simulations indicate that ~10% of the Ps atoms
reach Rydberg states (in agreement with what is measured). As already discussed,
the fraction of excited Ps is not uniformly distributed within the Ps cloud as the
lasers address only the Ps traveling toward the trap. About 10% of excited Ps may
pass through the �p plasma (simulated with the mean values of the expected
position, number, size, density, and temperature). Calculating the charge exchange
probability through the charge exchange cross-section of ref. 26, we find that the
average interaction probability is ~5 × 10−5 per single Ps* atom traversing the �p
cloud. This number includes the losses of Ps due to self-ionization in the magnetic
field. In summary, the Monte Carlo result implies that with 2 × 106 e+ per cycle on
average (providing 1.4 × 105 Ps per cycle), the number of Ps* traversing the �p cloud
is ~1.4 × 103 and the number of expected �H is ~0.07/�Hcycle. Then, with 2206 �Hcycle,
the expected total number of produced �H is ≈100, in agreement with the
observation.

The distribution of the time of �H formation is built evaluating the time of flight
of those Ps* that form �H. The predicted time distribution typically peaks 125–150
ns after the laser firing time and it has a FWHM of ~80 ns. The increase of the
cross-section at low velocity makes the distribution asymmetric, resulting in a tail
toward high time values. As reported in the main text, 90% of the �H is produced
within an ~250-ns-wide time window. The �H production time is not directly
experimentally observable: we can only measure the time when �H annihilates.
However, the distribution of the time of �H formation is a robust prediction of the
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Monte Carlo: it only depends on the experimentally determined Ps* velocity,
geometrical parameters, and on the variation of the cross-section with the Ps*
velocity.

�H signal and error budget. Referring to the sample l�p, in the signal (S) and in the
control (C) region, we can write the measured number of counts nSl�p and nCl�p as

nSl�p ¼ nμ þ ntrap þ ngas
� �S

l�p
; ð3Þ

nCl�p ¼ nμ þ ntrap
� �C

l�p
; ð4Þ

where nμ and ntrap are the number of counts due to cosmic rays (muons) and to �p
annihilation in the trap not related to the presence of the laser, while finally, ngas is
the number of counts due to �p annihilation on the laser-induced desorbed gas. As
discussed in the subsection “Laser-induced �p losses”, ngas is proportional to the
number N l�p of trapped �p, ngas ¼ ϵN l�p. The factor ϵ can be determined using the
relations in Eqs. (3) and (4) taking also into account that nμ and ntrap are pro-
portional to the duration of the time interval during which they are evaluated:

ϵ ¼ 1
N l�p

nSl�p � nCl�p
ΔTS

ΔTC

� �
: ð5Þ

A couple of relations similar to Eq. (3) and (4) can be written for the sample
l�peþ including the presence of the �H signal. We call n�H the number of counts due
to �H and N l�peþ the total number of �p in the data set l�peþ :

nSl�peþ ¼ ðnμ þ ntrap þ ngasÞSl�peþ þ n�H; ð6Þ

nCl�peþ ¼ ðnμ þ ntrapÞCl�peþ : ð7Þ
Recalling that ngas is proportional to N l�peþ , and using the expression of ϵ

obtained in Eq. (5), we can thus estimate the number of counts nSexp we would
expect in the S region in the absence of �H production in the sample l�peþ to be:

nSexp ¼ nCl�peþ
ΔTS

ΔTC þ nSl�p � nCl�p
ΔTS

ΔTC

� �
N l�peþ

N l�p

" #
: ð8Þ

The total number of interacting antiprotons in the l�p sample, as calculated using
the procedure explained below, is higher than in the l�peþ data set (N l�peþ =
1.08 × 109, N l�p = 1.58 × 109). Table 1 summarizes the relevant number of counts in
the S and C regions of the three data samples.

Our measurement relies on the comparison of nSl�peþ with nSexp. The standard

deviation on nSl�peþ is simply its square root since we have assumed a Poissonian

distribution. To estimate the uncertainty on nSexp we propagated the errors in Eqn.

(2). The standard deviations on nCl�peþ , n
S
l�p and nCl�p are again the square roots of

themselves. It is important here to note that the error on nSl�p, with nSl�p ¼ 42, is the
dominant one; all the other contributions are negligible.

As anticipated, N l�peþ and N l�p represent the sum over all the �Hcycle of the
number of �p in the two data samples. We directly measure the number of surviving
�p after several �H production cycles by emptying the trap and counting the
annihilation pions using the ESDA. The estimate of the initial number of �p
available in the trap is based on the proportionality—which we have verified in a
series of dedicated measurements—between the losses of �p detected during the

transfer from the �ptrap to the �Hf
trap and the number of �p left in the �Hf

trap and
available for the first �H production cycle. Knowing the initial and final number of �p
and assuming an exponential loss with time, we obtain the number of available �p at
every cycle. Assuming instead losses that would be linear with time results in a
systematic error of 3.5% on the measurement of both N l�peþ and N l�p. Statistical
uncertainties are negligible.

The total uncertainty on nSexp has been estimated by using a Monte Carlo
method, to take into account the correlation between the systematic uncertainties
on N l�peþ and N l�p.

Laser-induced �p losses. The environment surrounding the �Hf
trap is pumped down

during the preparatory phase of the experiment, and it is then cooled to a tem-
perature of 10 K and kept cold for many months. All the cold surfaces act as
effective cryopumps and are covered by several layers of molecules of the residual
gas. This mechanism ensures an extremely high vacuum, as needed for the survival
of cold antiprotons for hours.

During the 15 s preceding the implantation of the e+ in the target in the �H
formation experiments, the two Ps excitation lasers are fired inside the apparatus at
10 Hz. Both lasers hit a Macor screen (covered by a metallic mesh) that is mounted
for diagnosis of the position and size of the lasers next to the e+ target, in close

proximity to the �Hf
trap. The laser pulses induce desorption68of the molecules

adsorbed within the area of the laser spot (≃12 mm2), which fly outwards from
their desorption point, and hit other cold surfaces with a high probability to be re-
adsorbed. However, before this re-adsorption, they temporarily increase the local
density of gas in the region around the point hit by the laser, and subsequently at
the position of the �p. This extra density of gas dg can be roughly estimated as the
number of extracted molecules divided by a suitable volume Vg of some cm3. The
number ΔN�p of �p annihilating in a time Δt because of the interaction with this
residual gas is:

ΔN�p ¼ N�p � dg � σ � vrelg � Δt ð9Þ
where vrelg is the relative velocity between �p and the desorbed gas and σ is
the annihilation cross-section. Relation (9) shows that the laser-induced
losses are proportional to the number of antiprotons, as mentioned before in the
text.

Although a precise evaluation of dg is complicated, a rough estimation of the
range of the relevant quantities results in numbers compatible with the �p losses that
we observe in the sample l�p (of the order of one �p per μs during a time interval of
few tens of μs considering the total number of cycles, as shown in the sixth column
of Table 1. As a reference, assuming that the laser pulses extract almost all the gas
from the surface (we can assume that we have some 1014 or 1015 adsorption sites/
cm2, occupied by hydrogen, nitrogen and also water69) and that during the time
between successive pulses (0.1 s), a fraction of the order of 10−5 of a monolayer is
formed and extracted again we get dg≃ 107 cm−3, assuming a volume Vg of few
tens cm3. Then, with vrelg ’ 104 m s−1, σ ≃ 10−16 cm270 and Np = 1.58 × 109,
ΔN�p ’ 1 in 1 μs is obtained.

Data availability
The data that support the plots within this paper and other findings of this study are
available from the corresponding author upon reasonable request.

Code availability
The simulation and the data analysis are developed using custom codes based on publicy
available frameworks: geant4 (https://geant4.web.cern.ch/) and ROOT (https://root.cern/).
The codes are available from the corresponding author upon reasonable request.
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